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RE:

Newly exposed Archaeological site
Ahupua`a of Lepeuli, Ko`olau District, Hanalei Division, Island of Kauai, Hawaii
State Beach bordering TMK: (4) 5-1-003:003

Aloha e SHPD:
The recent swells of December 7 &8, 2009 have exposed a possible significant pre-historic
archaeological site along the Alaloa (coastal trail) on a bluff overlooking the Ka`aka`aniu Reef
system in the ahupua`a of Lepeuli, Koo`lau District, Kaua`i. The bluff is exposed to the high
wash of the waves (state land) and is borders Waioli Mission Lands at (4) 5-1-003:003 and is in
association with the coastal Alaloa.
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Lepeuli, Kaua`i
Coastal bluff sidewall profile reveals subsurface features including rock pavings and alignments,
possible firepits and middens, bone fragments and possible human remains.
There are no historic artifacts visible suggesting a pre-historic site.

Debris Line approximately 2-4 meters mauka of bluff edge.
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Additional possible midden sites.
I believe this site, near Ka Lae o Pakala (Pakala Point), to be a previously unrecorded, pre-contact
site of significant antiquity. It appears that no archaeological surveys have been conducted on the
ahupua`a of Lepeuli.
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I believe there are bone fragments that are possible intentional burials that are eroding out of the
slumping banks.
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The Alaloa, as depicted by a dotted line on the Waipake TMK maps, connecting the coastal
kuleana.
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Kauai government survey, 1878 / compiled and drawn by C. S. Kittredge ;
tracing by W. A. Wall.
Navigator View

Zoom View

The Coastal Alaloa was an important network of neighboring ahupua`a, connecting families to
resources. Every Makahiki season, Konohiki and Ali`I ai Moku went around the entire island
collecting ho`okupu and taxes from each ahu at the border of each ahupua`a.
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Nearby, in Waipake, is state site agricultural rock wall 50-30-04-783, boundary rock wall 50-3004-767, and habitation rock wall 50-30-04-781, part of Land Court Award 10020 to Lu`uloa (in
1839) consisting of a house lot, lo`i and kula lots. It appears one or more boundary walls may
continue into what is now considered Lepeuli.

The site is experiencing bank slumpage and destruction by high surf. Since becoming exposed
last week, erosion is continuing daily. Parts of the site are stratigraphically intact and offer
dating potential if salvage operations begin before the next swell. Preservation could include
water diversion from precipitation runoff.
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The ahupua`a of Lepeuli was a thriving coastal fishing and agricultural community of several
hundred Hawaiians for many hundreds of years, known for the marine resources, especially limu
kohu (Asparagopsis taxiformis). A shallow archaeological site (50-30-04-1033) along the Alaloa
(50-30-04-1034) in Moloa`a has been C-14 dated to 1400 B.P. documents exploitation of marine
resources with similar shell midden deposits..
Lepeuli, much like the contiguous ahupua`a of Waipake, with parallel settlement patterns and
densities, is a stream channel valley of alluvial soil that supported taro and traditional
agriculture for perhaps a thousand years before western contact. Lepeuli Stream water was
delivered through a system of loko (ponds) and `auwai (ditches) to individual crops of taro,
noni, wauke, gourds and other traditional crops, later including pasturage during contact periods.
Lo`i and houselots recorded in LCA testimony are “assumed to mirror pre-contact settlement
patterns” (Archaeological Inventory of a 350 acre parcel in Waipake Kauai, prepared for Falko
Partners by Hallett Hammatt, April, 2002).,
There were 6 Land Court Awards for kuleana in Lepeuli, including houselots, lo`i kalo, loko,
kula and mala plantings elsewhere. Neighbors, mentioned as witnesses but did not file claims,
described Luahine’s pa. Heiau, including the Kamapua`a Heiau in Lepeuli, were usually not
filed on as LCA. Tutu’s Trails, in existence since earliest memories were seldom mentioned in
kuleana filings, but new Public Roads were. Kane, claimant of Grant 523, held ten acres makai
in Lepeuli and 10 acres mauka of Ko`olau Road.
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Early contact period importance was documented by the construction of a Calvinist outstation
meeting house, school and cemetery on Ko`olau Road in Lepeuli by the ABCFM missionaries at
Wai`oli Hui`ia Church in Hanalei. There was religious competition for converts from the
Catholic church and school in Moloa`a. Father Walsh and successors walked the Alaloa
between Moloa`a and the French consulate lands in Princeville (through Lepeuli, Ka`aka`aniu,
Waipake, Pila`a, Kalihiwai, and Kalihikai) to administer Mass to the french Dudoit family.
Even though during the time of the Mahele only about 80 Hawaiians remained in Lepeuli (from
an estimated precontact population of several hundred), only 6 kuleana were filed. The
population demise due to disease and social upheaval in adjacent ahupua`a was similar – only
about 75 folks left in Waipake from a pre-contact population base of several hundred. One
applicant, Kawelo (LCA 9073), lived on his house lot in Ka`aka`aniu, but his lo`i kalo were in
Lepeuli.
The four-room public Ko`olau School in Lepeuli replaced the Calvinist school in 1889 and
served the local children until June, 1960. Most of the student body was Hawaiians and later,
children from the Japanese camp in Waipake whose parents worked for the Kilauea Sugar
Plantation. Many local residents attended this school and some are buried in the Ko`olau
(Christian) Cemetery and the Ko`olau Japanese Cemetery. Lineal descendents live nearby in
Kilauea and Anahola and on the School Lot in Lepeuli
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On the kuleana lands of Lepeuli, over 35 acres were still in lo`i kalo in 1932, but by 1935, rice
was in production in Lepeuli Stream valley. Hundreds of soldiers strung barbed wire and
patrolled the coastal trail nightly from Moloa`a to Kilauea during World War II. Remnants of
the historic Kilauea Sugar Plantation railway system and the Ko`olau ditch system are found in
Lepeuli. Density of population merited a school, church and cemetery.
Lepeuli stream and it’s gully has been extensively used for agriculture and habitation from prehistoric to modern times. A possible collapsed loko po`ele, loko kuapa (fish pond), or loko
'umeiki, (fish trap) with two or more makaha exists at Ka Lae o Pakala (Pakala Point). The kia`i
loko (keeper of the fish pond) may have lived in close association with the fishpond. Fishpond
construction on Kauai is dated to about the 12 century B.P.

This probable fishpond could be managed easily with plentiful fresh water from Lepeuli Stream,
added back in from the mauka lo`i, and plenty limu to feed the fish.
The Alaloa, now part of the state Na Ala Hele trail system, linked the coastal ahupua`a for many
hundreds of years. A cultural site (50-30-04-1033) near a segment of the trail on nearby Moloa`a
Bay Ranch has been C-14 dated as far back as 1400 B.P. Hawaii site 50-30-04-1034 is the
segment of the Alaloa that is now part of Na Ala Hele trail system.
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The Conservation District area makai of the tabletop bluff lands in Lepeuli are under
consideration for a Conservation Use Permit Application (CDUA KA 3525, Paradise Ranch,
LLC, (4) 5-1-3:3) to receive federal EQUIP funds for cattle fencing to allow cattle makai of the
existing pasturage, which is a new practice on these lands.
Following the predictive model suggested in the Waipake Archaeological Assessment, prehistoric Hawaiian sites are to be found under and around kuleana grants, especially houselots.
There is great probability that more archaeological sites exist in Lepeuli along the Alaloa and in
and around kuleana the Lepeuli Stream valley. This area has never had an
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ArchaeologicalAssessment. Agricultural sites and lo`i, house sites, rock wall features are to be
anticipated within Lepeuli Stream and valley. Human remains and cultural layers have been
documented on similar sites nearby and within this region of Kaua`i and are to be expected in
Lepeuli. I believe this site has potential to yield information important in prehistory due to its’
potential antiquity and is of Cultural Significance if human remains are present. If remnants of
traditional agriculture and terraces are preserved on the kuleana lands, they deserve preservation
as an important representative of traditional agriculture.
I would strongly suggest a thorough archaeological assessment of the ahupua`a of Lepeuli,
especially the kuleana areas located in Conservation District Area known as Field 12 as soon as
possible before consideration of using public funds to enable the placement of cattle where new
significant archaeological sites are being revealed. There is still time to preserve the integrity of
the archaeology of Pakala Point and the coastal Alaloa.

Thank you for your immediate attention to this matter.
Hope Kallai
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